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SUMMARY OF BOOK: Gobble Gobble Crash: A Barnyard Counting Bash: A counting and rhyming book that uses different farm animals – and flying wild turkeys. The Wednesday Word: News from the Indiana State Library - IN.gov What happens when four noisy turkeys try to fly through the barnyard in the middle of the night? Gobble-Gobble-Crash! Those naughty turkeys bang into the. check outs - City of Rowlett Gobble Gobble Crash!: A Barnyard Counting Bash. A flock of clumsy turkeys disrupts a quiet night on the farm, but when the farmer threatens them, all the GOBBLE GOBBLE CRASH! by Julie Stiegemeyer, Valeri Gorbachev. The antics of ten fat turkeys on a fence illustrate counting from 1-10. The Read-Aloud Scaffold: Best Books to Enhance Content Area. - Google Books Result
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